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“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul
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Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath great recompence of reward. — Hebrews 10:35

Trump Will Endure to the End
https://email.althahosting.com/campaigns/ze5827htwp958

Having served in the political arena as a Christian for most of my adult life I marvel at Donald Trump. While he is
insulated from much of the material pain that visits others by his wealth he is not shielded from psychological and
spiritual attacks. He loves his idea of America. He is a patriot. It is no longer possible to be a Leftist and an American. Leftists hate the most important person in American history — God.
Trump won’t hate God. Therefore Leftists hate Donald Trump. It appears they will impeach him. Payback for
what Republicans did to the old God-hating darling of Leftists, Bill Clinton. The entertaining chattering class will
play this impeachment out the same way they did Clinton’s. Trump won’t be impeached in the Senate. The drama
will keep eyeballs on in the wind up to 2020.
While Trump is defining endurance for the world I can’t think of one famous Christian who is even close to offering such a demonstration. It ain’t the Pope. He’s too busy blessing pagan Pachamama idols to be distracted by the
gospel. Franklin Graham? While he’s definitely not going to give up his tax status, he gave in to sodomite rhetoric
a long time ago.
No, there isn’t one Christian leader at the level of Trump that I can bring to mind. But then in worldly terms Israel
was a minor country in the backwater of empires. Christianity rose to it’s most prominent worldly position in Europe after Rome fell. It declined in worldly relevance as the reformation and renaissance got going.
While the “progressives” believe the last chapter was written on Christianity’s contribution to civil power in what
they like to call the dark ages I’m not convinced. I think the greatest days for the gospel of Jesus Christ are ahead,
not behind. I’m not shifting to eschatology here either. Common sense and personal experience show me that
unique confidence emerges in people and society by way of religion. Christianity is the religion of recent memory
in the West.
Even seventy years of Jewish revolutionary blood thirsty atheistic communism couldn’t destroy it in Russia. It’s
not going to be destroyed in the United States of America. The Demon Crats and their allies in Hollywood and the
media will be destroyed in time. There is no doubt in my mind.
They are collapsing as we speak. Socialism, globalism and atheism are coming on hard times, thank God. Rising
to destroy these soul-destroying ideologies is populism, patriotism and nationalism.
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The evidence is everywhere you look. On the way to the office this morning I listened to a report on the latest
“Dan Rather” at CBS. Some woman I’ve never heard of rose into his seat at CBS News recently. She’s being paid
millions of dollars a year to preside over the final chapter of this once robust American television news service. I
stopped watching all the alphabet soup stations many years ago.
The ratings of all the Leftist propaganda outlets are declining. People are tuning in to the internet and dropping out
of all massaged media. They are turning to sources that they curate themselves. The old middlemen of media are
being replaced by services like Google and Facebook.
I suspect the elderly are about all that’s left to the Lame Stream Media. And more and more of them are tuning out
as they learn to use the internet.
Christianity has no vision for the internet. That’s because Christian Americans have been largely absent from it’s
creation. Christian American men in particular are weakened in their reason and character by the constant infusion
of internet porn into their souls. Without really thinking about it they’ve absorbed the perverse interpretation of the
First Amendment pushed by sex criminals. We all believe that porn is proof of free speech. Nothing could be further from the truth. And this Jewish lie will not stand. It will be exposed in time, as are all lies. The truth cannot
be defeated.
Jesus Christ is the way, the truth and the life. He’s the only path to truth and God.
The human yearning for love, peace and order will sweep away the chaotic cultural Marxist rot pushed by the globalist Left. Christians are playing, and will play, an increasingly potent role in this restoration.
We aren’t pushing for censorship. We don’t hate. We love. We are not the ultimate Judge, but we are called to
make judgments. There are many ideas that must be forced back into the dark recesses of the cultural and political
closet.
Christians must rise to join with Donald Trump where they can. We must not throw away our confidence. It has a
great reward. The writer of Hebrews declares, “We are not of those who shrink back and are destroyed, but of
those who have faith and preserve their souls.”
Amen.
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